The paper presents the new joint adjustment of the Croatian

inTroduCTion
In the last few decades, the availability of portable absolute gravimeters and their high accuracy made possible the establishment of national fundamental gravity networks based on absolute gravity measurements, which serve as a reference system (Wilmes, Richter, and Falk, 2003; Vitushkin, 2007) . Moreover, the IAG adopted the Resolution no 2 (2015) for the establishment of the new Global Absolute Gravity Reference System based on the International Comparisons of Absolute Gravimeters (ICAG), which realisation also utilises measurements of superconducting gravimeters, in order to enable the interpolation between different epochs of measurements (Wilmes et al., 2016) . Cyclic re-observations of national zero order absolute stations with properly maintained and regularly compared absolute gravimeters are usually carried out in order to provide up to date gravity values and to facilitate analysis of different geodynamic processes. Often, all available relative gravity measurements are then revised and re-adjusted but constrained with recent absolute measurements. For example, the new cycles of absolute measurements are carried out in Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary (Pálinkáš et al., 2013) and Slovenia (Medved et al., 2015) . Re-adjustments of some fundamental networks followed (Csapó and Koppán, 2013; Lederer and Nesvadba, 2015) . On the other hand, some European countries just established contemporary national gravity networks: e.g. Serbia (Odalović et al., 2012) , Bosnia and Herzegovina (Abaza, 2014) , or established zero-order stations which shall serve as a basis for fundamental networks: Montenegro, Kosovo and Albania (Mitterschiffthaler et al., 2016) . Recently, field absolute gravimeters are also used for densification of zero order networks instead of, or as a complement to, traditionally used relative gravimeters. For example, national gravity networks of Poland and Finland are completely modernised and now comprise a smaller number of in-door stations, measured by a high precision FG5 absolute gravimeter, and a larger number of field stations measured by a field absolute gravimeter A10 (Makinen, Sękowski and Kryński, 2010; Bosy and Krynski, 2015) . Field absolute gravimeters are also utilised in other European countries: Germany (Wziontek, Falk and Wilmes, 2015) , France (Duquenne, Duquenne and Gattacceca, 2005) , Sweden, Norway, Denmark (Krynski, 2015; Kempe et al., 2017) , etc. In addition, there is a regional and global trend of integration of gravity networks with positioning and vertical networks, which is also followed on national scales.
In Croatia, a new cycle of absolute measurements is planned. However, before re-observation and re-adjustment of the Croatian Fundamental Gravity Network, significant improvement in accuracy of gravity values is possible based on existing data, which can also serve as a good basis for analysis of the two cycles of measurements and give an insight into the drawbacks of the existing measurements, which should be overcome in the future.
The Croatian Fundamental Gravity Network comprises the zero, the first and the second order networks (Pravilnik o načinu izvođenja osnovnih geodetskih radova, 2009). The Zero Order Gravity Network (ZOGN) initially comprised six stations determined by absolute gravimetry (Figure 1 ). The stations of the ZOGN were established in the course of two international projects in the period from 1996 to 2000. In place of the devastated station in Makarska (AGT05), its eccentric station has been included in the ZOGN (Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo, 2006 Markovinović and Rezo, 2006) . The network was extended in three stages (in 2007, 2008 and 2009) by the Croatian Geodetic Institute (CGI) and now also covers all major Croatian islands and comprises 59 stations (Figure 1 , Repanić, Grgić and Bašić, 2014) . In 2008 the CGI started the establishment of the Second Order Gravity Network (SOGN). Due to the affiliation of the CGI to the CSGA in 2010, the latter continued the activities on the establishment of the SOGN. The measurements were completed in 2015 by the final, 11 th stage. The network comprises 193 second order gravity stations. The processing and adjustment of the SOGN are in progress.
Up to now, the adjustment of the FOGN has been carried out separately for each of the four stages. The adjustment models applied for different stages are presented in Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2004;  Repanić et al. (2010) . Since the gravity values at the FOGN stations have been obtained from adjustments of the four individual parts of the network (corresponding to the four stages of the FOGN establishment) and because of different adjustment models applied, the need for a uniform joint adjustment of the whole network emerged. Thereby applied adjustment model should account for already perceived instrumental error influences. This paper presents the method and results of the new joint adjustment of the FOGN and comparison of its results with results of the previous adjustments.
MeaSureMenTS
absolute gravity measurements in the Zero order Gravity network
The stations of the ZOGN were established in the course of two projects: the Connection of the Republic of Croatia to International Absolute Gravity Basestation Network in 1996 and the Unification of Gravity Systems in Central Europe (UNIGRACE). The projects in Croatia were coordinated by the FGUZ. Absolute gravity measurements, determination of vertical gravity gradients and relative connections to eccentric stations were carried out by the former German Institut for Applied Geodesy (IfAG), later German Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG) and French School and Observatory of Earth Sciences (EOST) ( Table 1 ). The measurements have been documented in a number of technical reports, publications and other materials, which have been reviewed and summarised in the Report on data of the Croatian Absolute Gravity Network (compiled in the CGI by Ž. Hećimović). The vertical gravity gradients on stations AGT02 and AGT03 were also determined by the CSGA in 2013 and 2014 (Repanić, Kuhar and Malović, 2015) . 
relative gravity measurements in the First order Gravity network
The FOGN comprises 59 stations established in four stages (Figure 1 ). Stations GT101 to GT136 were established in stage 1, which covers the land part of the country and stations GT137 to GT145, GT146 to GT150 and GT151 to GT159 in stages 2, 3 and 4, which cover the north, the central and the south Adriatic islands, respectively. More detail information on the selection of locations, network design and measurement practice applied in the course of the FOGN survey is available in Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2004; ; Markovinović (2009) and Repanić et al. (2010) . Below, only the data relevant for the network adjustment is given.
Measurements in all four stages were carried out using the same three Scintrex gravimeters (Table 2) . Every station was connected to adjacent points by at least two connections, each measured twice. However, all three stages of the extension to the Adriatic islands significantly differ from the initial land part of the network as regards distances between stations and means of transportation. Specifically, besides car transportation, the extensions involved transportation by ferry boat and, in case of stage 2, even fast boat (catamaran) and speedboat. Furthermore, although stages 1 and 2 have been designed as a network of triangles, due to specific terrain configuration, available ferry lines and financial resources, network configurations of stages 3 and 4 have been much weaker. All three gravimeters were transported together and, if the station monumentation allowed, the readings of all three gravimeters were taken simultaneously. Stage 1 of the survey comprised 37 days of measurements, each involving from three to nine station occupations. Thereby, from one to five station occupations have been redundant to provide for at least linear daily drift determination. Stages 2, 3 and 4 involved 14, 5 and 9 days of measurements, respectively. In each day there have been two or three redundant station occupations. The calibration of the relative gravimeters was usually carried out before and after each stage of the survey on the auxiliary vertical calibration line (comprising only two stations AGT02 and AGT03) with the gravity range of approximately 1500 µms -2 and the height difference of almost 850 m. An exception is the calibration of gravimeter CG-5 in stage 1, which was calibrated on the calibration line in Orangeville, Canada (Markovinović, 2009 ). Thus, for each gravimeter, a different calibration constant was used for every stage (Table 3) . For the CG-5 gravimeter, the data on processing method and reached precision of calibration constants is unavailable. Figure 2 depicts all determinations of the calibration constants for the two CG-3M gravimeters on the auxiliary vertical calibration line. The measurement scheme, duration of the observation series, data processing and consequently reached accuracy significantly differs for different determinations. In general, the last six determinations can be considered the most accurate. Nevertheless, given a long time span, Figure 2 provides a good insight into the behaviour of the calibration constants for the two gravimeters. One can observe that the calibration constants were significantly changing during the first three years. Since about a year elapsed between the determination of the calibration constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 and stage 1 of the FOGN survey, the measurements could be significantly affected by the change in the calibration constants. . In addition, because of relatively small calibration range with respect to the range of the FOGN, even the environmental effects can significantly affect the calibration constants determined on the auxiliary vertical calibration line (Repanić and Kuhar, 2017) . Therefore, the corrections of the calibration constants have been included in the adjustment of the FOGN as unknown parameters (see section 3). Besides the uncertainty of the calibration constants, additional weaknesses of the relative gravity data are the significant hysteresis effects after transport in the upright position in the measurements of the two CG-3M gravimeters (Repanić and Kuhar, 2017) , presence of the tilting effects caused by the transport in tilted position (Reudink et al., 2014) and insufficient drift control. The analysis of the long observations series used for the purposes of calibration of the two CG-3M gravimeters from 2012 revealed significant and not completely uniform hysteresis effects, but surprisingly uniform daily drift behaviour through all days (Figure 3 ). Because relative gravity measurements of the FOGN comprise only five 60-second readings for each occupation, which were taken after the instruments were stabilising for 10 minutes, it is not possible to model or eliminate hysteresis effects, which are still significant and not completely homogenous. Consequently, the hysteresis and even more inhomogeneous tilting effects are superimposed to nonlinear drift. Specifically, because of practical reasons, the two CG-3M gravimeters during stage
1 and gravimeter 10012 at least during stages 2, 3 and 4 were not transported in the upright position, but on the back seat of the car, which caused the tilting effects in readings. The analysis of the hysteresis effects for gravimeter 10012 is not available, but the data of the FOGN suggest that this instrument is not so sensitive to the hysteresis effect after transport in the upright position and that it often exhibits a linear drift. Still, there are indications of the tilting effects. 
neW JoinT adJuSTMenT oF THe FirST order GraviTY neTWorK
In order to carry out the joint adjustment of the FOGN, available data on absolute gravity measurements has been revised again. For certain stations, new gravity values at the ground level have been calculated. Furthermore, uniform pre-processing of all four stages of the relative gravity measurements have been carried out.
revision of the absolute gravity measurements
The revision of the absolute gravity measurements comprised all materials on basis of which the Report on data of the Croatian Absolute Gravity Network was compiled, as well as the report itself. Since the measurements at stations AGT01 and AGT06 for the purpose of vertical gravity gradient determination were carried out at three heights (0.3, 0.8 and 1.3 m), the vertical gravity gradient has been determined using the second order polynomial. Accordingly, new gravity values at the ground level have been calculated for each absolute gravity measurement at the two gravity stations as well as the linear vertical gravity gradient between the ground level and the height of 0.25 m for the purpose of reduction of relative measurements (Table 4 ). The differences between the new mean gravity values at the ground level and the values given in the Report on data of the Croatian Absolute Gravity Network are significant and amount to -67 and 68 nms -2
, for stations AGT01 and AGT06, respectively. Such significant differences are probably due to the fact that, in the report, the gravity values were reduced from the height of 1 m to the ground level using linear gravity gradients corresponding to the heights of 0.3 and 1.3 m. Furthermore, new gravity values at the ground level have been calculated for stations AGT02 and AGT03 based on more precise vertical gravity gradients determined by Repanić, Kuhar and Malović (2015) . However, the differences between these values and the previous values are not significant and amount to 11 and -5 nms Besides the new gravity values at the ground level, the uncertainties of gravity values at the height of 0.25 m have been determined for all absolute measurements (Table 4) . Although all adjusted gravity values refer to the ground level, the height of 0.25 m, which is an average sensor height of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters, represents the effective height for the network adjustment. Specifically, the relative measurements at the absolute stations have been reduced using the same vertical gradients. Thus, the errors caused by the height reduction between 0.25 m and the ground level have been cancelled out. The uncertainties were determined analogously to Vitushkin et al. (2002) according to the following expression:
where σ g(h) represents the standard deviation of absolute gravity measurement (at the height of measurement), u ins the instrumental uncertainty of the absolute measurement due to systematic errors (value of 40 nms -2 is taken as determined by Vitushkin et al. (2002) ) and u dg(h) is the uncertainty of the reduction to the height of 0.25 m.
In order to evaluate the instrumental uncertainties and check for existence of significant offsets in the absolute measurements, an analysis of the deviations of measurements of gravimeters FG5-101 and FG5-206 from the reference values of the ICAGs have been made based on the results of the ICAGs from 1994 to 2013 (Marson et al. 1995; Robertsson et al. 2001; Vitushkin et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2012; Francis et al., 2015) . The deviations presented in Figure 4 , in most cases, are not significant for gravimeter FG5-101 with respect to their uncertainties, while for both gravimeters the deviations are not consistent in time. In addition, the deviations are in accordance with the applied value of u ins (equation (1)). One can draw the same conclusion from available data on regional and bilateral comparisons close in time to the absolute measurements in Croatia (Wilmes, Richter and Falk, 2003; Van Camp et al., 2003) . Therefore, the corrections for the deviations have not been reduced from absolute gravity measurements. In addition, neither global nor local hydrological influences have been reduced. 
Pre-processing of the relative gravity measurements
Prior to the adjustment of the gravity network, the observation data files from all stages have been uniformly analysed and processed. Firstly, the errors in the data were corrected, such as incorrect calibrations constant applied during a day, stationary drift constant or time parameters. Thereby, if applied, the corrections of gravity readings were made based on the formulas for signal processing given in CG-3/3M Autograv Automated Gravity Meter Operator Manual (1989) Since field records for gravimeter 10012 have not been available for 16 days of measurements from stage 1, it was necessary to approximate the instrument heights. Firstly, the average differences of instrument heights of each of the two CG-3M gravimeters and gravimeter 10012 were determined for the days with field records. Then, two sets of heights for gravimeter 10012 were calculated, each from the average height difference and the heights of corresponding CG-3M gravimeter. The final heights were determined as the mean values of the two sets, between which a good agreement has been reached (average difference amounts to 2 ± 3 mm).
The Scintrex gravimeters automatically apply certain instrument corrections (for a stationary drift, a tilt of the sensor and a change of the sensor temperature) as well as the Earth tide reductions according to Longman (1959) formula. After the corrections of the data, the Earth tide reductions were recalculated using the PREDICT software (Wenzel, 1996) based on synthetic tidal parameters interpolated from Timmen's and Wenzel's (1995) regular grid with utilization of Tamura's (1987) tidal potential catalogue. Also, the polar motion reductions were calculated using the PREDICT software. Next, the mean readings were calculated as the weighted mean of the five readings taken during each occupation, with weights inversely proportional to the readings' variances. In addition, the reduction for the variation in atmospheric pressure and reduction to the ground level have been applied. Although the analysis of the daily drift has been performed in the phase of pre-processing, the drift is determined in the course of the adjustment. Because of a small number of redundant occupations during a day and due to the superimposed hysteresis and tilting effects (see section 2.2), which sometimes yield unrealistic quadratic drift coefficients, only the linear drift coefficients have been included in the adjustment model as parameters.
network adjustment
The absolute gravity measurements at the ZOGN stations have been introduced in the network adjustment as observations (or quasi-observations, since derived from original observations of time and distance) with associated uncertainties (Torge, 1989) . There are a few examples in the literature of introduction of absolute measurements (or a priori given gravity values) as pseudo-observations in gravity network adjustment, e.g. Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002) and Medved et al. (2009) . The model applied in this study is somewhat different and represents a generalisation of the adjustment with pseudo-observations, since more than one absolute measurement per station can be introduced.
adjustment model
The network adjustment comprises the relative gravity measurements from the four stages of the FOGN survey, as well as the absolute gravity measurements, which define the network datum. For relative measurements, the following functional model has been applied:
where z i c is ith relative gravity observation (the weighted mean, corrected and reduced as described in section 3.2), v i its residual and z i the raw reading (uncorrected and unreduced); ) has been introduced to provide for computations' numerical stability.
Absolute measurements have been represented by the equation (Torge, 1989) :
where L j c is corrected and reduced jth absolute gravity measurement.
Thus, the observation equations have been compiled from two sets: relative and absolute observations:
where L and v are vectors of observations and their corrections, A the design matrix, x the vector of unknowns and P associated diagonal weight matrix. Weights for ith relative and jth absolute measurements have been defined according to (Feil, 1989) : where c R and c A are appropriate constants, σ i 2 is the variance of the relative and u j 2 squared uncertainty of the absolute gravity measurement.
Such observation model represents a combined adjustment by parameters of indirect and direct observations (Feil, 1989) , but if for every station no more than one absolute measurement is introduced, it also corresponds to adjustment with pseudo-observations (e.g. Fan, 1997; Niemeier, 2002) .
adjustment course and results
In order to estimate the accuracy of the relative measurements and to screen the measurements for outliers, firstly the adjustment of only relative measurements was carried out. Thereby, the weights were defined according to the equation (5), with σ i 2 and c R equal the variance of the weighted mean (see section 3.2) and the mean value of all variances, respectively. The gravity values at two ZOGN stations: AGT01 and AGT06 were held fixed in order to define the network's origin and scale. All other unknown parameters were free for determination. Outlier detection was carried out according to Pope's Tau-test (Pope, 1976; Kavouras, 1982) . Only two outliers were detected, both form stage 2, one with gravimeter 10012 and one with gravimeter 4373 from measurement days involving transportation by fast boat (catamaran) and speed-boat, respectively. The a posteriori reference standard deviation of 0.17 µms -2 was obtained.
In addition to the described stochastic model, adjustment with equal weights (P = I) was carried out. However, such stochastic model resulted in more outliers (six) and larger standard deviations of the adjusted gravity values and corrections of calibration coefficients. The differences of the gravity values between the results of the two applied stochastic models are in the range from -0.18 to 0.24 µms -2 . The reasoning for choosing a stochastic model with weights inversely proportional to observations' variances, besides experimental results, was that the observations' variances rather well reflect the influence of hysteresis effect after transport, which is considerable for the two CG-3M gravimeters, especially gravimeter 4372 (Figure 3 ). However, due to the same hysteresis effect, the observations' variances do not provide reliable information on accuracy, but only on the relative ratios among them.
After the adjustment of the relative measurements and elimination of outliers, the combined adjustment of relative and absolute measurements was carried out. The absolute measurements comprised 7 measurements at 5 stations (without AGT05, devastated before relative campaigns). All unknown parameters were free for determination. Weights of the relative measurements were defined same as in the first adjustment. In order to balance the weights of absolute measurements with respect to the relative ones, the constant c A in the equation (5) analysis of the results reviled poor accuracy of the adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients for stage 3 (due to the limited gravity range of involved stations, Table 5 ), but a rather good agreement among the obtained calibration coefficients for the last three stages. In addition, frequent calibration of the two CG-3M gravimeters on the auxiliary calibration line (stations AGT02 and AGT03), indicated that apparent variations in the calibration constant from 2007, are mostly caused by instrumental error effects and external hydrological and barometric influences ( Figure  2) . Therefore, the mean calibration constant was determined for each gravimeter for the period comprising the last three stages and the observation data files were re-calculated to correspond the common calibration constants. Finally, the adjustment of relative and combined adjustment of absolute and relative measurements were repeated. The final adjusted gravity values are presented in Table 6 . The repeated adjustments resulted in no significant difference as regards the outliers and accuracy assessment of measurements. The reference standard deviation again amounts to 0.17 µms -2 . However, moderate improvement has been obtained in the precision of the adjusted gravity values for the stations involved in stage 4 and considerable improvement in the precision of adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients for the last three stages together. Specifically, the standard deviations of the adjusted gravity values are now up to 0.16 µms -2 for relative stations (Table 6 ). However, the standard deviations for the majority of stations are up to 0.10 µms -2 . The higher values generally correspond to stations with extremely small gravity values (GT127 and GT131) or to the stations determined in stage 4 with sparse connections. The differences in the gravity values after the repeated adjustment are not significant (up to 0.06 µms -2 ). The differences over 0.02 µms -2 , in general, correspond to the stations determined in stage 4.
The values of adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients and corresponding calibration constants are given in Table 7 . Although the gravity range of the ZOGN stations is almost double the range of the auxiliary calibration line, it is evident that the precision of calibration constants (and other adjusted parameters) is impaired by the weakness of the relative gravity measurements. In addition, since the range of the FOGN stations exceeds that of the ZOGN for 1400 µms -2 , the uncertainty of the calibration constants, which in fact reflects the uncertainty of the scale of the network, is propagated over the whole network. Consequently, the gravity stations with extreme gravity values have the largest standard deviations. 
CoMPariSon WiTH PreviouS adJuSTMenTS
The final adjusted gravity values: A (Table 6 ) have been compared with the results from previous adjustments of separate stages, which also comprise the measurements of all three gravimeters: . The extreme negative differences are in the Dinaric Alps region with higher altitudes, for which the closest fixed gravity values are close to the sea level, while the extreme positive differences are in the northern part, where the closest fixed gravity value is at AGT03 on the mountain Medvednica.
The differences between the results form B or C and the results A are substantial and amount to form -1.09 to 0.64 µms -2 or from -1.16 to 0.47 µms -2 , respectively ( Figure 5 ). The results from B and C are in considerably better agreement. The differences are in the range of ±0.29 µms -2 , with exception of the gravity value at station AGT02 (0.61 µms -2 ), which was not held fixed in Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2006) adjustment. Given the declared accuracy of Scintrex gravimeters of 0.05 µms -2 and estimated standard deviations of gravity values from all three adjustments, the comparisons imply considerable systematic influences, obviously the errors in the calibration constants, which were neglected in Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2006) and Markovinović (2009) . Indeed, there is a significant correlation between the differences and the gravity values itself ( Figure 5 ). The correlation coefficient amounts to 0.8 and the regression coefficient 2.104·10 -4 for both comparisons. The received regression coefficients (Figure 6 ).
TranSForMaTion FroM THe PoTSdaM SYSTeM
Because of the considerable differences of the new gravity values of the FOGN stations as compared to the previous adjustments, parameters of the linear transformation has been determined again. The parameters of the linear transformation function according to Torge (1989) :
have been determined based on 25 identical stations with the gravity values in Potsdam and the Croatian Gravity System (HGRS03). In equation (6) . The values in the Potsdam system for the 25 stations of fundamental gravity network of former Yugoslavia, which are now included in the FOGN, are taken form Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2006) and Markovinović (2009) . 
ConCluSion and ouTlooK
For the first time, the Croatian First Order Gravity Network has been adjusted as a whole, according to the adjustment model, which accounts for the corrections of linear calibration coefficients. Prior to the adjustment, revision of the absolute and uniform pre-processing of the relative measurements has been carried out. The adjustment resulted in significantly different gravity values, as compared to the previous adjustments. Accordingly, the differences are an order of magnitude greater than the expected accuracy. It is shown that the differences in gravity values are mainly due to the errors in gravimeters' calibration constants, which were neglected in the previous adjustments. Therefore, it is advisable to include the correction of the linear calibration coefficients in the functional model at least in the first iteration of the fundamental gravity network adjustment. In contrary, adjusted gravity values could be significantly biased and their estimated precision too favourable.
In addition, it is not advisable to change gravimeter's calibration constant for every campaign, but rather only to check their stability on suitable calibration line. That is especially important if the calibration constant cannot be determined with sufficient accuracy and if the initial period of several years have been passed, during which calibration constant of a gravimeter significantly changes (CG-3/3M Autograv Automated Gravity Meter Operator Manual, 1998).
In the Croatian FOGN, there is an evident problem of the scale of the network. Neither the existing auxiliary calibration line nor the ZOGN sufficiently covers the range of the FOGN. To overcome this problem, several options can be employed. For example, the relative gravimeters can be calibrated on foreign calibration lines of sufficient range, e.g. the German or Swiss with gravity ranges of more than 5000 and 6000 µms -2
, respectively (Timmen et al., 2006; Marti et al., 2015) . Alternatively, a calibration line of greater range than the present auxiliary line can be established in Croatia. In addition, at least several first order stations could be observed with a field absolute gravimeter, e.g. in Dinaric Alps on the south where the extremely small gravity values occur and where the establishment of in-door zero order stations is not possible. Also, connections to absolute stations of neighbour countries could be realized.
Furthermore, treatment of other significant instrumental error influences in Sintrex' measurements, such as hysteresis effect and transportation drift, in pre-processing and adjustment model should be further analysed in order to minimise their effects on results of the adjustment.
Since the adjusted gravity values are significantly different from the previous, the author proposed to make the results of the new adjustment official.
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